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Power Converters and AC Electrical Drives with Linear Neural Networks (Energy, Power Electronics, and Machines)CRC Press, 2012

	The first book of its kind, Power Converters and AC Electrical Drives with Linear Neural Networks systematically explores the application of neural networks in the field of power electronics, with particular emphasis on the sensorless control of AC drives. It presents the classical theory based on space-vectors in...
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Maran Illustrated Dog TrainingCourse Technology PTR, 2005

	Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, Maran's Illustrated Guide to Dog Training is a valuable resource to a wide range of readers-from individuals picking up their first puppy to those who are looking to eliminate their pet's annoying behaviors. Instead of describing the myriad ways to perform each task, Maran's...
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Windows Server 2003 in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003
Microsoft has introduced the right server for a world now dominated by highly distributed systems and web-based server applications, and O'Reilly Windows Server 2003 in a Nutshell is the most thorough and practical reference to this important new server.  With complete coverage of both the GUI and Command line...
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Republic of Lies: American Conspiracy Theorists and Their Surprising Rise to PowerMetropolitan Books, 2019

	
		A riveting tour through the landscape and meaning of modern conspiracy theories, exploring the causes and tenacity of this American malady, from Birthers to Pizzagate and beyond.

		

		American society has always been fertile ground for conspiracy theories, but with the election of Donald Trump, previously...
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Ultimate Guide to Wilderness Living: Surviving with Nothing But Your Bare Hands and What You Find in the WoodsUlysses Press, 2008
Forget reality TV stunts like eating bugs, the Ultimate Guide to Wilderness Living provides in-depth instructions and step-by-step photos of real survival skills--exactly what one needs to stay alive in the woods. The book first covers immediate needs like starting a fire, erecting temporary shelter, and finding food. Then it goes beyond other...
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Mechanical Tests for Bituminous Mixes - Characterization, Design and Quality ControlRoutledge, 1990
This book forms the Proceedings of an International RILEM Symposium, the fourth in the series, on Testing of Bituminous Mixes in Budapest, Hungary, October 1990. The aim of the Symposium is to promote tests for the characterization, design and quality control of bituminous mixes which combine the best features of traditional and modern approaches....
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The Evolution DeceitTa-Ha Publisher, 1999
For some people the theory of evolution or Darwinism has only scientific connotations, with seemingly no direct implication in their daily lives. This is, of course, a common misunderstanding. Far beyond just being an issue within the framework of the biological sciences, the theory of evolution constitutes the underpinning of a deceptive...
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Human Interaction with Machines: Proceedings of the 6th International WorkshopSpringer, 2006
The International Workshop on “Human Interaction with Machines” is the sixth in a successful series of workshops that were established by Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Technische Universität Berlin. The goal of those workshops is to bring together researchers from both universities in order to present research results to an...
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Take Charge of Your Workers' Compensation Claim: An A to Z Guide for Injured Employees in CaliforniaNolo, 2003
           Orange County Register
   A great hands-on guide for dealing with workers’ compensation cases.     

       From industrial injuries to Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, more than a million Californians a year suffer job-related injuries or illness. For many, receiving compensation can be...
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Franchising & Licensing: Two Powerful Ways to Grow Your Business in Any EconomyAMACOM, 2003
It is hard to believe that nearly 15 years have passed since the publication of
the first edition of Franchising & Licensing in 1991. The impact of technology
and globalization has had a permanent effect on the dynamics of the franchise
relationship. When the manuscript was being written for the first edition
in the late...
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Twitter Tips, Tricks, and TweetsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010


	When I wrote the first edition of this book, Twitter was just starting to hit the big time: bemused front

	page articles in just about every magazine and newspaper in the land wondered just what this

	Twitter thing was all about; the actor Ashton Kutcher (@aplusk) had just cracked the one million

	follower mark; and Oprah herself had...
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Nature Driven Urbanism (Contemporary Urban Design Thinking)Springer, 2019

	
		This book discusses the way that a nature-driven approach to urbanism can be applied at each of the urban scales; architectural design, urban design of neighborhoods, city planning and landscape architecture, and at the city and regional scales. At all levels nature-driven approaches to design and planning add to the quality of...
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